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	Programming Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2009, 9781847196521 (1847196527), Packt Publishing, 2009
Microsoft Dynamics NAV is a well established Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) application, part of the Microsoft Dynamics family. Dynamics NAV is installed worldwide, with well over one million users. Version 2009 contains many major new features and structures, requiring even experienced Dynamics NAV developers to refresh their NAV development knowledge.

Renowned for its challenging learning curve, Dynamics NAV is a complex piece of software with a unique design structure. For developers learning to modify or enhance Dynamics NAV for vital business purposes, the task can sometimes be intimidating.

This book is an in-depth step-by-step guide to programming NAV, designed to ease you through the complexities of NAV application development. You will learn the skills and develop the confidence to tackle your own critical NAV applications. This book will act as your experienced NAV programming mentor, helping you to become productive as a NAV developer much more quickly.

NAV development is quite complex, with a steep learning curve. This book makes it easy for you. From basic NAV terminology and concept definitions, through the essential building blocks of NAV data structure and objects, you will gain an understanding of the fundamental underlying concepts of NAV. You will learn practical details about NAV object construction and the tools available, including table, page, and report design. You will learn how to use NAV's tools to effectively navigate through the various features of objects, including properties, triggers, and C/AL code, and receive practical guidance on ways to develop and test in the unique NAV C/SIDE development environment. 

Extensive guidance on software design for NAV is provided along with tips for efficient design of new NAV applications or enhancing existing applications. With its comprehensive collection of NAV information and distillation of years of NAV development experience, this book is not only designed to help you learn, but to act as a reference as well.

What you will learn from this book?

	Get started and master NAV business management solutions concepts
	Create tables to define your NAV data structure, review the types of tables found in the out-of-the-box NAV application and understand how to use these in new enhancements
	Explore all NAV data types and learn how they help develop financially oriented business applications
	Define filters to apply defined limits on data in any business process
	Meet several data presentation tools and create pages to input data and output information for users
	Create reports - using the Report Designer tools - which are intuitive to work with and easier to distribute
	Dive into C/SIDE and C/AL - essential navigation, object construction, numbering, basic syntax, naming rules, SIFT technology, string operators and functions, numeric operators and functions, logical and relational operators and functions, and the whole range of input/output functions
	Debug your NAV applications using the Debuggers and associated tools and techniques
	Integrate data and business logic from NAV 2009 with other applications


Approach

This book takes you through the important topics of Microsoft Dynamics NAV with clear explanations and practical example code. There is also a substantial amount of reference material, which has been brought together in one place for you. This book takes care of what the working developer needs to know in order to become productive as quickly as possible.

Who this book is written for?

This book is for NAV consultants and developers, and developers or designers of business applications. Managers of NAV development or consultants will also find the book a helpful introduction to understanding NAV development capabilities.

Any previous experience with NAV is not expected. Some basic knowledge of object-oriented programming will be quite helpful.
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Practical Game Design: Learn the art of game design through applicable skills and cutting-edge insightsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Design accessible and creative games across genres, platforms, and development realities

	
		Key Features

		
			Implement the skills and techniques required to work in a professional studio
	
			Ace the core principles and processes of level design, world building, and storytelling
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Introduction to Flat Panel Displays (Wiley Series in Display Technology)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
Flat Panel Displays (FPDs) are a frequent feature in our daily lives, used in mobile phones, laptop computers, desktop computer monitors and TVs. Several display technologies have been developed for FPDs, such as liquid crystal display (LCD), plasma display panel (PDP), light emitting diode (LED), organic light emitting device (OLED) and field...

		

Angel Capital: How to Raise Early-Stage Private Equity Financing (Wiley Finance)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
The number one concern of start-up entrepreneurs and growing small business
owners and managers is how to finance their venture. When the personal
financial resources of the entrepreneur are exhausted, when the
tradition of going to family and friends for “cradle equity” has been thoroughly
“worked,” and...




	

Advances in Silicon Carbide Processing and ApplicationsArtech House Publishers, 2004
Learn the latest advances in SiC (Silicon Carbide) technology from the leading experts in the field with this new cutting-edge resource. The book is your single source for in-depth information on both SiC device fabrication and system-level applications. This comprehensive reference begins with an examination of how SiC is grown and how defects in...

		

Clinical Endodontics: A TextbookGeorg Thieme Verlag, 2003

	A new edition of a classic student text in Endodontics! As did the first edition, the second edition of Tronstad's Clinical Endodontics fills the need for a simple, yet comprehensive textbook in endodontics that serves as an introductory text for dental students, and which is also suitable as a refresher source for general practitioners,...


		

The Lucent Library of Science and Technology - Energy AlternativesLucent Books, 2004
Energy drives all life and is a key component to how humanity works, lives, and sustains itself. Due to the depletion of existing energy sources and the damage being done to the earth's ecosystems, renewable, non-polluting energy sources such as solar, wind, and geothermal power, are being developed and implemented.

The twentieth-century...
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